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1

Repression and Denial in Criminal Lawyering
By Susan Bandes•

For criminal defense attorneys, being asked to justify defending “those people” is such a
predictable part of the job it may as well be included in the job description.1 Laypeople “want to
find out how criminal lawyers can represent people who hurt other people.”2 Scholars are
interested in the same question, albeit in more sophisticated garb. For scholars, “the central
question of legal ethics arises….because lawyers are sometimes asked or required, in their role as
lawyers, to do things that strike all conscientious people…as morally suspect.”3 Yet this is a
topic that fascinates mostly laypeople and scholars.4 Defense attorneys, as a rule, are

•

Distinguished Research Professor, DePaul College of Law. I would like to thank Phyllis
Crocker, Tom Geraghty, Andrea Lyon, Jeffrie Murphy, Catherine O’Grady, Michelle Oberman,
John Robertson, Carol Sanger, Austin Sarat, David M. Siegel, Marjorie Silver, Abbe Smith, Ann
Southworth, David Wexler, and the faculties of the Chicago-Kent, Emory, Loyola/Chicago,
Northwestern, Notre Dame, University of Arizona, University of North Carolina, and
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Humanities conference at Georgetown University, the Law and Society Annual Meeting in
Budapest, Hungary, the Law and Society Midwest Retreat at the University of Wisconsin,
Madison, and the annual conference of the International Association of Law and Mental Health
in Paris, France. Finally I owe thanks to the DePaul Law School and deans Teree Foster and
Glen Weissenberger for their support.
1
See Abbe Smith, Defending Defending: The Case for Unmitigated Zeal on Behalf of People
Who Do Terrible Things, 28 Hofstra L. Rev. 925, 933 (2000) (defending defending is an endless
pursuit); Barbara Babcock, Defending the Guilty, 32 Cleveland State L. Rev. 175 at 175 (198384).
2
See Abbe Smith, Rosie O’Neill Goes to Law School: The Clinical Education of the Sensitive
New Age Public Defender, 28 Harv. Civ. Rights Civ. Liberties L. Rev. 1, 47 (1993).
3
Rob Atkinson, A Skeptical Answer to Edmundson’s Contextualism: What We Know We
Lawyers Know, 30 Fla. U. L. Rev. 25, 27 (2002).
4
See e.g. the classic exchange between William H. Simon, The Ethics of Criminal Defense, 91
Mich. L. Rev. 1703 (1993) and David Luban, Are Criminal Defenders Different?, 91 Mich. L.
Rev. 1729 (1993) on the ethics of zealously defending those accused of crimes.
2

comfortable with their ethical obligation to offer a zealous defense and do not find the question,
as posed, very interesting.5
Indeed, the question as posed is interesting more for what it assumes, and for what it
leaves out, than for what it asks. What do we talk about when we talk about criminal defense
attorneys and the work they do? There are certain conversational paths, within certain realms of
discourse, which are exceedingly well-trod. Most prominently (aside from garden-variety
discussions of doctrine and strategy) there is a rich and well established discourse about the
ethics of criminal defense, which encompasses questions about the ethics of defending those
accused of heinous crimes, and about the tactics used in doing so.6 The debate on this set of
questions is often contentious, but its status as a proper focus of academic discourse is not
challenged.
A separate though related conversation needs to occur. Its topic is how, in an emotional
sense, one defends people accused of terrible crimes, and what toll such defense takes. Are there
certain thoughts, concerns, doubts, or feelings that a criminal defense lawyer must put aside,
temporarily or personally, in order to do the work properly? What emotions do criminal lawyers
need to deny or repress, or in some way place at a safe remove? On what level of awareness
does the denial occur, and how permanent is it? What are the costs, temporary and more
permanent, professional and personal, of failing to face these emotions?

5

See e.g. letter from attorney Tom Geraghty to Susan Bandes, Feb. 7, 2003, referring to the
ethical dilemmas discussed by Luban, Simon et al as “role differentiated behavior, but it’s pretty
easy role differentiated behavior for most lawyers to engage in without much inner conflict.”
For an incisive critique of the usual debate about role differentiated behavior, see Ted Schneyer,
Moral Philosophy’s Standard Misconception of Legal Ethics, 1984 Wisconsin L. Rev. 1529.
6
See e.g. Richard Wasserstrom, Lawyers as Professionals: Some Moral Issues, 5 Human Rights
1 (1975); Gerald J. Postema, Moral Responsibility in Professional Ethics, 55 NYU L. Rev. 63
(1980); William H. Simon, Ethical Discretion in Lawyering, 101 Harv. L. Rev. 1083 (1988).
3

The emotional costs of lawyering are rarely considered worthy of mainstream legal
discussion. To the extent the topic of emotional adaptation is broached, either in the criminal
defense context7 or more broadly,8 its locales tend to be psychology journals, clinical law
publications, and seminars on legal education or legal writing.9 This marginalization is
problematic. Questions about how we lawyers do our jobs cannot be neatly divided into
intellectual and emotional spheres, or into doctrinal, strategic, ethical and emotional quadrants.

7

For example, Abbe Smith has written extensively and thoughtfully on this topic. See e.g. Smith,
Rosie O’Neill Goes to Law School, supra note 2; Smith, Defending Defending, supra note 1;
Abbe Smith, Can You Be a Good Prosecutor and a Good Person?, 14 Georgetown Journal of
Legal Ethics 355 (2001). Some of her students have written on the subject as well. See e.g.
Robert Rader, Confessions of Guilt: A Clinic Student’s Reflections on Representing Indigent
Criminal Defendants, 1 Clinical L. Rev. 299 (1994).
8
Andrew Watson and others with training in psychology have long tried to bring discussions of
lawyers’ and law students’ emotional health into the mainstream. See e.g. Andrew Watson, The
Quest for Professional Competence: Psychological Aspects of Legal Education, 37 Univ. Cinn.
L. Rev. 91 (1968); John Mixon and Robert P. Schuwerk, The Personal Dimension of
Professional Responsibility, 58 Law and Contemporary Problems 87 (1995); Amiram Elwork
and G. Andrew H. Benjamin, Lawyers in Distress, Journal of Psychology and Law, Summer
1995; Marjorie Silver, Emotional Intelligence and Legal Education, 5 Psychology, Public Policy,
and Law 1173, 1192-96 (1999) (discussing Watson’s work). In recent years, David Wexler,
Bruce Ennis and others have advocated for a therapeutic jurisprudence which “sees emotional
well-being as an important value that law should serve.” David B. Wexler and Bruce J. Winick,
Foreword: Expanding the Role of the Defense Lawyer and Criminal Court Judge Through
Therapeutic Jurisprudence, 38 Crim. L. Bull 200 (2002). See also David Wexler, Some
Reflections on Therapeutic Jurisprudence and the Practice of Criminal Law, 38 Crim. L. Bull
205 (2002); David B. Wexler and Bruce J. Winick, Judging in a Therapeutic Key: Therapeutic
Jurisprudence and the Courts (2003); Marjorie Silver, Love, Hate, and Other Emotional
Interference in the Lawyer/Client Relationship, 6 Clinical L. Rev. 259 (1999); Susan Daicoff,
Lawyer: Know Thyself: A Review of Empirical Research on Attorney Attributes Bearing on
Professionalism, 46 Am. U. L. Rev. 1337 (1997).
9
Clinical and legal writing professors, who are likely to have “frontline” experience with the
emotional reactions of law students, have contributed much to the literature on the emotional
adaptation of law students. See e.g. Lawrence S. Krieger, Institutional Denial About the Dark
Side of Law School, and Fresh Empirical Guidance for Constructively Breaking the Silence, 52
J. Legal. Educ. 112 (2002); Ruth Ann McKinney, Depression and Anxiety in Law Students: Are
We Part of the Problem and Can We Be Part of the Solution,? 8 Legal Writing 229 (2002);
Cathaleen A. Roach, A River Runs Through It: Tapping Into the Informational Stream to Move
Students From Isolation to Autonomy, 36 Ariz. L. Rev. 667 (1994).
4

Such divisions manage to shortchange every aspect of lawyering: the intellectual as well as the
emotional; the scholarly as well as the practical.
Most obviously, the traditional view tends to ensure that the emotional variables affecting
legal practice will receive inadequate attention. There may be no other profession whose
practitioners are required to deal with so much pain with so little support and guidance. And
there is ample evidence that we could use the help: levels of alcoholism, drug abuse, depression
and other serious dysfunction well above those for other stressful professions.10 The problem is
more basic, though, than a lack of support systems. In the conventional view the very
acknowledgement of our work’s emotional aspects—of the pain we cause, the pain we
experience, the costs of the dissonance between role and conscience, the empathy or revulsion
we may feel toward particular clients and how we ought to deal with it—seems at odds with
law’s essence as a rational and rigorous discipline. In short, acknowledging the role of emotion
may brand one as not merely weak, but downright unlawyerlike.
The conventional division between emotion and reason shortchanges the discussion of
the theory and practice of lawyering as well. We are increasingly coming to understand the
extent to which our approach to legal and ethical dilemmas is deeply influenced by—and
intertwined with-- our emotional responses.11 Certain emotional strategies can be seen to affect a
lawyer’s ability to do a professional job for a particular client. She may become too involved at
10

See infra text accompanying notes 70-72.
See e.g. Joshua D. Greene, R. Brian Sommerville, Leigh E. Nystrom, John M. Darley and
Jonathan D. Cohen, An fMRI Investigation of Emotional Engagement in Moral Judgment,
Science vol. 293 at 2105, September 14, 2001. See also Sandra Blakeslee, Watching How the
Brain Works as it Weighs a Moral Dilemma, New York Times p. D3, September 25, 2001
(discussing work on morals and neuroscience); Oliver R. Goodenough, Mapping Cortical Areas
Associated with Legal Reasoning and Moral Intuition, 41 Jurimetrics 429 (2001); William D.
Casebeer, Moral Cognition and its Neural Constituents, 4 Nature Reviews/Neuroscience 841,
October 2003.
11
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the expense of judgment, or fail to deal with her own repugnance. 12 A recent horrifying example
of this latter scenario occurred when a lawyer from North Carolina, appointed to his first capital
case, was so repelled by his client that he deliberately lost his case, a deed he acknowledged to
himself and others only years later.13 Emotional strategies may also shade into ethical issues in
the long run, for example when lawyers become burned out and unable to provide adequate
representation because of excessive involvement or failure to care for their own emotional wellbeing.
More broadly, the traditional demarcation fails to apprehend the pervasive and often
invisible influence of emotion on every aspect of the decision-making process. Emotion helps us
to choose among sources, to emphasize, to highlight, to indicate importance and urgency, to
assess risk or advantage, to assist in evaluating the intentions of others. It helps guide and
prioritize decision-making processes; it moves us to action.14 In short, cognition shorn of
emotion would cut decision-making off from much of what makes us human—our ability to
communicate effectively with others, our ability to choose wisely, our motivation to care
whether we’ve made the right choice at all. As neuroscientist and lawyer Oliver Goodenough put
it:

12

Andrea Lyon notes: “When I have clients I don’t like, I am very careful and double check
myself over and over again to make sure that I am doing everything, sort of more naturally that [I
would do] if I liked the client. You just have to be aware of how you feel. A lot of lawyers will
tell you ‘I don’t have any feelings at all…about them…they are just a client,’… they just don’t
know that they feel stuff, or not willing to admit that they feel stuff….and as a result, they may
shortchange a client that they dislike and work really hard on a client’s case that they do like
without realizing that they’re….responding to emotions.” Interview with Andrea Lyon, March
12, 2001.
13
Sara Rimer, Lawyer Sabotaged Case of a Client on Death Row, New York Times at A37,
November 24, 2000.
14
See generally Antonio R. Damasio, Descartes’ Error: Emotion, Reason and the Human Brain
(1994); Joseph LeDoux, The Emotional Brain (1996).
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Perhaps it is not so much that emotion is the key to normative judgment as it is a key to
important and effective normative judgment, normative judgment that gets our attention
and gets translated into action...15
Thus, even the seemingly well developed ethical discussion is impoverished by the failure to
address emotional variables that are bound to affect ethical and legal choices.
The focus of this article is threefold. First, it explores the emotional strategies employed
by criminal defense lawyers, and the extent to which these strategies enable the lawyers to
succeed both as advocates and as people whose work is comfortably integrated into their lives. In
particular, it focuses on the ways in which certain aspects of the job are made immediate and
concrete while others are made distant and abstract, and explores whether distancing may, in
some contexts, be a positive coping strategy. Second, it suggests that criminal defense lawyers
are not unique, and the mechanisms and strategies discussed shed light on a far greater swathe of
professional and personal behavior, both in legal practice and in other settings. Finally, the
article argues that legal discourse, beginning in law school and throughout our professional lives,
needs to overcome its current aversion to the emotional aspects of lawyering, and that the
consequences of our longstanding failure to do so are great and should not be perpetuated.
The article will focus on criminal defense lawyers, but several caveats about this focus
are necessary. Most important, I do not suggest that issues about denial or other defense
mechanisms are confined to criminal litigators. Certainly they apply to prosecutors as well as
defense lawyers.16 For example, David Heilbroner discussed the denial of defendants’ humanity,
the need not to think about the reality of locking people up, that he found particularly

15

Oliver R. Goodenough and Kristin Prehn, A Neuroscientific Approach to Normative Judgment
in Law and Justice, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. B 359, 1709-1726 (The Royal Society) (2004).
16
See Smith, Can You Be a Good Prosecutor, supra note 7 at 382 and n182.
7

dehumanizing about prosecuting.17 Likewise, they apply to civil as well as criminal lawyers. For
example, Charles Reich described his corporate litigation experience as a time in which his
personal values and emotions were so deeply suppressed that he nearly lost sight of them.18 They
even apply to judges.19 As one criminal court judge explained, “When you hear about man’s
inhumanity to man, twenty and thirty and forty times—it’s not like you become completely
indifferent to what you hear, but you build up a mechanism to deal with it.”20 One poignant
description of the problem came from a sheriff’s deputy in a criminal courtroom, who asked
“Should my heart go out to every person we hear about getting hurt? My heart would be going
out every single day—I wouldn’t have a heart left.”21
Arguably, the entire fabric of law is tightly woven with defense mechanisms. One very
interesting psychological account of denial described what it called “reasoned denial,” defined as
“the motivation to reach a particular conclusion which leads to actively assigning a role to some

17

David Heilbroner, Rough Justice: Days and Nights of a Young D.A. (1990).
Charles Reich, The Sorcerer of Bolinas Reef (1976). Joseph Epstein’s short story “Coming In
With Their Hands Up,” is a vivid evocation of the ethical tensions of divorce law and their
psychic toll. See Joseph Epstein, Fabulous Small Jews at 216 - 231 (Mariner Books 2004). See
also Kermit Roosevelt, In the Shadow of the Law (2005) for a superb account of the complex
legal, ethical and emotional issues that arise for lawyers defending a corporation in a toxic tort
case.
19
A recent study of 105 judges attending a workshop on domestic violence found that a
significant majority showed symptoms of vicarious trauma or compassion fatigue (the result of
becoming vicariously worn down and emotionally weary from hearing about and dealing with
situations involving emotional or physical violence). See Peter G. Jaffe, Claire V. Crooks, Billie
Lee Dunford-Jackson, and Judge Michael Town, Vicarious Trauma in Judges: The Personal
Challenge of Dispensing Justice, Juvenile and Family Court Journal at 1, Fall 2003.
20
Steve Bogira, Courtroom 302: A Year Behind the Scenes in an American Criminal Courthouse
at 174 (2005) (quoting Judge Locallo of Cook County Circuit Court).
21
Id (quoting Sheriff’s Deputy Guerrero of Cook County Circuit Court).
18
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premises while not taking others into account.”22 Such mechanisms are, arguably, deeply
ingrained in the adversary system.
No doubt those in other professions have things they must “put aside” as well. Those in
medical fields provide an obvious example. Dr. Melvin Konner describes a “process of
psychological hardening of medical students” which is “deliberately pursued” in medical
school,23 although this appears to be changing.24 One fascinating study suggests that denial may
be professionally—though not necessarily personally—adaptive for urban paramedics.25 Wendy
Simonds’ nuanced work examines feminist health workers in an abortion clinic and how they
reconciled their emotional reactions to the physiology of late term abortions with their belief in
the importance of access to abortion.26 Pediatrician Perri Klass wrote movingly about her
experience treating pediatric AIDS patients, and noted that she simply could not do her job and
fall in love with each child she treated.27
But in obvious ways, the issues surrounding denial or disavowal by criminal defense
lawyers are particularly salient. Defense lawyers have to defend people accused of acts that are
morally objectionable, even horrific. To do so, they may need not to think about the victims of

22

Maria Miceli and Cristiano Castelfranchi, Denial and its Reasoning, 71 British Journal of
Medical Psychology 139, 140 (1998).
23
Melvin Konner, M.D., Becoming a Doctor: A Journey of Initiation in Medical School at 245
(Penguin 1987). See also Wendy Simonds, Abortion at Work: Ideology and Practice in a
Feminist Clinic at 87 (Rutgers Univ. Press 1996) (“the culture of the anatomy lab…encourages a
display of callousness and joking among medical students; this behavior functions to shield
students from the emotional potency of the interior of bodies and the deadness of cadavers.”) I
thank David Garrow for introducing me to Simonds’ works.
24
See Abigail Zuger, Anatomy Lessons: A Vanishing Rite for Young Doctors, New York Times
Sec. D at D1 and D6, March 23, 2004 (reporting that medical schools now uniformly encourage
students to work through their emotions, including their reactions to death and dying.)
25
Francine Grevin, Posttraumatic Stress Disorder, Ego Defense Mechanisms, and Empathy
Among Urban Paramedics, 79 Psychological Reports 483-495 (1996).
26
Wendy Simonds, Abortion at Work, supra note 21.
27
Perri Klass, Other Women’s Children (1990).
9

the crime, or the possibility that the accused might commit another such crime if the defense
lawyer is successful.28 They may need not to think about the impact of impugning the credibility
of rape victims or children. Criminal defense lawyers also need to contend with the public
perception that they are engaged in a disreputable enterprise that lies somewhere between
pathological denial and out and out collaboration with criminality.29 Whereas doctors treating
pediatric AIDS patients receive societal support and even admiration, criminal defense attorneys
are constantly called to account for their representation of the reviled—not just by the lay public
but by others in the legal arena as well.30
For the criminal defense attorney, some aspects of the work must remain emotionally
immediate. Most obviously, the engaged and conscientious lawyer is vividly aware of his client
as a person who stands to lose his freedom and perhaps even his life. As attorney David Feige
put it:
28

Conversely, they must live with the knowledge that the accused may be wrongly accused, and
that the responsibility for keeping him from prison or execution rests entirely on their shoulders.
See infra text accompanying notes 133-134.
29
See e.g. Kenneth B. Nunn, the Trial as Text: Allegory, Myth and Symbol in the Adversarial
Criminal Process—A Critique of the Role of the Public Defender and a Proposal for Reform, 32
Am Crim. L. Rev. 743, 812 (1995) (discussing “deep stigma” attached to the work of public
defenders); Gerald B. Lefcourt, Responsibilities of a Criminal Defense Lawyer, 30 Loyola L.A.
L. Rev. 59, 60 (1996) (“society expects a lot from us, all the while bashing us in every possible
way.”) See also Lawrence S. Krieger, What We’re Not Telling Law Students—And Lawyers—
That They Really Need to Know: Some Thoughts—in—Action Toward Revitalizing the
Profession From Its Roots, 13 J. L. & Health 1, 25 (1998-99) (discussing impact on lawyers and
law students of “intensely negative public perception of the profession.”) The case of Lynne
Stewart, who was convicted of providing material support to terrorism under the 1996
Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act for her representation of an accused terrorist,
raises particularly troubling questions in this regard. See Alissa Clare, We Should Have Gone to
Med School—In the Wake of Lynne Stewart: Lawyers Face Hard time for Defending Terrorists,
18 Geo. J. Legal Ethics 651 (2005) (discussing chilling effect of Stewart prosecution); Abbe
Smith, The Bounds of Zeal in Criminal Defense: Some Thoughts on Lynne Stewart, 44 Tex. L.
Rev. 31 (2005) (considering why a defense lawyer, particularly one representing a political or
social pariah, might cross ethical boundaries).
30
In that regard, the closest analogy might be to the workers in abortion clinics. See infra text
accompanying notes 223-227.
10

I care about the person I know. In most cases, the complainant is an abstraction to me.
His victimization is an abstraction. My client, on the other hand, is very human and very
real. It is his tears I see, his hand I hold and his mother I console.31
Other emotional aspects tend to be relegated to the other side of the divide. They are
abstracted, and even disavowed, either temporarily or more permanently. In particular, criminal
defense attorneys often abstract or distance themselves from the pain their clients may have
caused and the pain the trial and its outcome may cause to victims and survivors. It is possible
that a certain amount of distancing is adaptive, and that the problem arises when it shades into
less conscious or less flexible defense mechanisms. At this point the loss of self-awareness and
flexibility may become problematic both professionally and personally. As I will conclude, selfawareness is a key characteristic separating the adaptive from the maladaptive use of defense
mechanisms. Such awareness is facilitated by reflection, peer support, mentoring and the
opportunity for discussion. These are difficult to attain in a culture, like our legal culture, which
provides no vocabulary, no ongoing discourse, no arena, and, arguably, no permission for
discussion of coping strategies and their emotional effects.

a.

Lawyers: Self defense and defense of others

Upon graduation from law school, I spent four years at the Chicago office of the Illinois
State Appellate Defender, defending indigent clients who had been convicted of felonies. Thus
my clients, most of them in state prison, had been convicted of murder, rape, armed robbery,
home invasion, aggravated assault, and the like. I believed intensely in the social utility, and
indeed, the rightness and importance, of my work, as did my colleagues in the office. And I still

31

David Feige, How to Defend Someone You Know is Guilty, New York Times Magazine, Sec.
6, at 59-60 (April 8, 2001).
11

believe in it, but after four years (perhaps a little longer than the norm) I left, with many
symptoms of burnout.
What I could not allow myself to think about during those four years was the very
question we were constantly asked to field: how can you defend those people? But as I
suggested, that abstract question, so framed, has a number of compelling answers with which I
am quite comfortable. The more difficult question for me was: what emotional strategies are
necessary in order to defend people accused or convicted of horrific crimes? What is required in
order to act zealously on behalf of a man convicted of invading an apartment in which a 102 year
old woman resides, robbing her, pistol whipping her, and threatening to kill her?32 Or to defend
a man convicted of jumping out of the bushes in a public park and molesting and ejaculating on
an eight year old boy?33 What is required, and what toll does it take, both professionally and
personally?
The return of capital punishment34 placed these issues in even sharper relief, and
introduced some additional complications to the defense attorney’s emotional landscape.
Virtually all capital cases, at least in Illinois, had horrifyingly bad facts: victims who had been
tortured, mutilated or forced to undergo humiliation before being killed, leaving emotionally
devastated survivors. I recall an eerily clinical discussion with a colleague defending one of the
early capital cases, in which it emerged that all turned on whether his client had simply thrown
the infant in the water and watched her drown, or actually held her head underwater. How does a
lawyer do work like that, year after year? And what happens to the lawyer when he goes home?

People v. Withers, 69 Ill. App. 3d 568 (1st Dist. 5th Div. 1979).
33
People v. Smith, 64 Ill. App. 3d 1045 (First Dist. 3rd Div. 1978).
34
The death penalty was reinstated in Illinois in 1973. See PA. 78-921, amending Ill. Rev. Stat.
ch. 38 subsection 9-1 1005-5-3 (November 8, 1973).
32
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There were certain obvious strategies for avoiding thinking about the emotions
surrounding the defense of those accused (or convicted) of gruesome crimes. One was the use of
euphemisms, or code. We referred to victims as “complainants” or “decedents.” We referred to
murders, rapes, as “the incident in question” or “the alleged incident.” A truly horrifying case
had “bad facts.” A fun case was often one with interesting or gory facts. We felt we could not
afford to focus on the victim or to imagine the experience of the crime. The notion of immoral
or wrongful behavior, of people worthy of our wrath, was reserved for our opponents in the
State’s Attorney’s Office. The notion of right attached to important and deeply held principles:
fairness, due process, and the vindication of constitutional rights. We felt loyalty to each other,
and turned to each other for support. Most of all, we felt loyalty to our clients. We knew them
and their families as human beings, we cared about them, we drew much of our strength and
motivation from their desperate need for our help. Our clients’ needs were serious, immediate
and palpable. Our job was to help our clients, which meant to get their convictions reversed or
their sentences reduced. And like all good lawyers, we took pride in a job well done.
Even so, there was some “leakage.”35 For one of my colleagues, one of the few with
children in this young office, it was impossible to defend people convicted of sexually assaulting
children. This was not a problem for me, though it would be today. For me the defensive wall
was breached the day I read the record of a particularly brutal rape, saw the sentence of 20-60
years, and observed with discomfort my visceral reaction: anger that the sentence wasn’t longer.
It was easy to know –intellectually--that this defendant too deserved a good appellate attorney. I
was lucky that others could step in, sparing me the necessity of overruling my revulsion in order
to mount a zealous defense.
35

Donald P. Spence, The Paradox of Denial at 103, in The Denial of Stress (Shlomo Breznitz
ed.) (International Universities Press, Inc. NY 1983).
13

Burnout is an imprecise term,36 but at some point it became clear that all this “not
thinking about” was taking its toll. There were emotions I couldn’t afford to explore, and I was
no longer sure that they were all easily confined to my professional life. And now, with the
luxury of the academy, I would like to face these difficult issues.

b.

The Psychological Literature

First it is necessary to define the relevant terms. I seek to explore the process by which
criminal defense lawyers distance themselves from certain aspects of their work, either
temporarily or more permanently, while keeping other aspects salient. The psychological
literature describes a constellation of mechanisms we use to achieve distancing. In common
layman’s parlance, the term “denial” is often used as an umbrella term to describe these
mechanisms. In the professional literature, the use of the term is a good deal more nuanced.
However, it has no standard definition and is the subject of substantial disagreement among
those in the field.37 As psychologist Arnold Goldberg observed: “the use of the word denial…has
been extended to cover…a wide variety of psychological maneuvers…”38 There is a continuum

36

See Charles J. Ogeltree Jr., Beyond Justifications: Seeking Motivations to sustain Public
Defenders, 106 Harv. L. Rev. 1239 at 1241 n9 (1993) (discussing burnout, a term which he uses
to “describe the disillusionment, depression, and demoralization experienced by public defenders
as a result of their job responsibilities and working conditions,” and citing sources that discuss
burnout in additional contexts).
37
Miceli and Castelfranchi, supra note 20 at 140. Any serious study of the concepts of denial and
repression must begin with the works of Sigmund and Anna Freud. See generally Sigmund
Freud’s 1915 essay, “Repression,” in the Standard Edition of the Complete Psychological Works
of Sigmund Freud, V. XIV, James Strachey ed. (London: Hagarth Press 1957). See also Leo
Goldberger, The Concept and Mechanisms of Denial: A Selective Overview at 86 (in the Denial
of Stress, supra note 33 (discussing Freud’s shifting views on denial). For Anna Freud’s further
explication of defense mechanisms, see generally Anna Freud, the Ego and the Mechanisms of
Defense (New York: International Universities Press 1946).
38
See Arnold Goldberg, Being of Two Minds: The Vertical Split in Psychoanalysis and
Psychotherapy at 21-22 (The Analytic Press Inc. 1999).
14

of defense mechanisms, including avoidance, disavowal, denial, suppression, repression,
splitting and doubling, and these mechanisms both overlap and may go by different names.39
Thus any summary will necessarily avoid or oversimplify certain debates, but given the purposes
of this paper as well as the complexities of the field, this is difficult to avoid.40 One working
definition of denial is “a process through which a person attempts to protect himself from painful
or frightening information related to external reality.”41 But even this simple definition contains
the seeds of many disagreements. One controversy about the above definition is that not
everyone would agree that the denial must be limited to external factual information. It might be
a distortion of interpretation, a denial of not facts but their worst implications,42 an avoidance of
comprehension or attention or exposure to seemingly irrelevant stimuli.43 It might be internal: a
denial of personal relevance, or responsibility.44
Another source of controversy or confusion centers on how available the painful
information is to the person engaged in denial. How conscious or subconscious is the protective
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process?45 How permanent or temporary?46 How tentative or well entrenched?47 How partial or
complete?48 This is partly a categorization issue, in that the literature often defines the more
permanent or unconscious state of denial by other terms, such as repression or splitting.49 The
more partial and temporary state may be called avoidance, disavowal, dissociation, or suspension
of disbelief.50 It is also an issue on which the classical Freudian view of a rather rigid horizontal
split between conscious and unconscious psychological mechanisms has been challenged, or
perhaps supplemented, by a more porous conception of a vertical split which allows a greater
number of affect states to be disavowed on a temporary basis.51
Although in common usage the term denial seems mostly derogatory,52 the psychological
attitude toward the mechanism, or set of mechanisms, is a good deal more complex. Denial has
both adaptive and maladaptive aspects: it has the potential to interfere with one’s ability to deal
with difficulties, but it is also an integral part of healthy coping.53 The costs and benefits of
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denial depend on the context.54 Certain self-deceptions, or avoidance mechanisms, are needed to
live life and to maintain mental health. In fact, sometimes denial merges with the concept of
positive thinking.55 Or as one psychologist put it: “[I]nsight isn’t always important, and denial
isn’t always bad.”56 Psychologist George Vaillant prefers the terms “coping or adaptive
mechanisms” rather than what he terms “so-called defense mechanisms,” in order “to underscore
the fact that defenses are healthy more often than they are pathological.”57 Indeed, he credits the
use of mature defense mechanisms with acting to “integrate the four sometimes conflicting
governors of behavior—conscience, reality, interpersonal relations, and instincts.”58 However,
even an adaptationally sound defense can be capable of eliciting a heavy price. The question is
what kinds and degrees of adaptation are damaging or constructive, and under what conditions.59
Most of these mechanisms are generally thought to have both adaptive and maladaptive
consequences, depending on context and degree.
In examining the sorts of adaptations or defensive strategies criminal lawyers engage in
to do the work they do, I raise the question whether these strategies are adaptive on both
professional and personal levels. On a professional level, do they lead to more effective
representation in the short term? Do they permit defense lawyers to do this stressful work for the
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long term, or do they promote burnout? On a personal level, when lawyers “put things aside” at
work, how is their personal life affected? Do these strategies bleed inappropriately into the home
arena, or can they be left at the office? A defensive strategy that seems to lead to success in
litigation may be poorly designed for home use, and may not be so easy to leave at the office.
Take, for example, the mechanisms of intellectualization and isolation. As a general
matter, intellectualization includes “paying undue attention to the inanimate in order to avoid
intimacy with people; or paying attention to external reality to avoid expression of inner feelings;
or paying attention to irrelevant detail to avoid perceiving the whole.”60 Isolation is a mechanism
which leaves the idea in consciousness, but strips it of all emotional affect.61 George Vaillant’s
longitudinal study assessing the long term effects of several coping mechanisms classified
intellectualization and isolation as neurotic rather than mature defenses,62 albeit defenses
commonly used by healthy individuals.63 He found that those who used them frequently tended
to traits like “perseverance, orderliness, obstinacy, parsimony, obstinance, rigidity, and
emotional constriction.”64 They tended to be professionally successful, but this did not
necessarily correlate with personal and social success.65 Although Vaillant did not study lawyers
in particular, his “intellectualizing” subjects did well, unsurprisingly, at academics and other
60
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pursuits that value this set of traits.66 The traits correlate very well with the “detail oriented
rational analysis” valued in law.67 As the standard work on psychoanalytic terms notes
defenses may….function constructively, making action and thought more
efficient….For instance, isolation, by dissociating thinking from emotions, can facilitate
the logical progression of ideas by avoiding the distraction associated emotions might
cause.68
Unfortunately, strong emphasis on this set of traits is also correlated with the high level
of professional and personal distress and dysfunction found among lawyers.69As one lawyer
observed, “All of a sudden you are involved in intellectualizing or rationalizing every thought
you have, and then you become distanced emotionally from your loved ones, your colleagues,
and even your clients. You are distanced from your own feelings, and you kind of lose your
humanity.”70
Of course, whether denial is considered healthy and normal or pathological depends on
how we define mental health and pathology, and both terms are value laden and contested.71
There are certain measures of pathology available, such as rates of depression, alcoholism and
drug abuse, and suicide, which I discuss below, and which consistently show that lawyers are
significantly more depressed72 alcoholic and drug dependent,73 and suicidal74 than the general
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population. Short of pathology, there are studies seeking to measure job satisfaction.75 However,
my purpose is not to argue for a particular version of adaptation for lawyers. Rather, it is to argue
for the importance of having the discussion, of understanding the forces at play, and of taking
seriously the need to craft solutions to identified problems.

II.

Empathy and Denial: Lawyers’ Accounts
One common thread among those who maintain a commitment to defense work is the

importance of the connection to one’s client,76 and the importance of keeping his needs concrete
and immediate. Although there is a rich body of literature on the ethical boundaries of zealous
representation, there is far less scholarly discussion of the emotional boundaries of the
connection between lawyer and client.
The purpose of this section is to examine the strategies of criminal defense lawyers,
drawing from their own accounts. One characteristic of criminal defense lawyers, fortunately for
73
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my project, is that a significant number of them have written eloquently about the experience,
and I have drawn from their published accounts. I supplement these accounts with my own
conversations with several practicing criminal defense lawyers. In addition, many of the
strategies have also been discussed by other professionals—lawyers in other fields and medical
personnel, for example. When useful discussions exist from other vantage points, I will refer to
them as well.
The accounts written by criminal lawyers paint a complex portrait of the conditions that
provide criminal lawyers sustenance and strength. There is a broad range of motivations for
doing criminal law. There are differences between private attorneys and public defenders. The
motivations of death penalty lawyers are not necessarily those of other criminal defense lawyers,
and capital lawyers in public defender offices may differ from those in small public interest
organizations. Individual lawyers within these groups, of course, differ in their motivations.
What is most noteworthy about this wide range of motivations, for purposes of this paper, is the
fluid and complex mix of the abstract and the concrete, the ideological and the practical.
Criminal lawyers deal with clients whose liberty and sometimes life is in the balance. For
conscientious counsel, these high stakes concentrate the mind wonderfully. The needs of
individual clients at such a pass are not abstract; they are immediate and pressing.77 Yet more
abstract principles may also provide motivations for criminal defense lawyers. Austin Sarat and
Stuart Scheingold, in their landmark book on cause lawyering, define cause lawyering as a
vocation of justice and moral engagement; a way of linking individual injustices to a broader
more systemic pattern of injustice.78 Terence Halliday, in a thoughtful review of their book,
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catalogues the sorts of motivations that might attract and sustain “cause lawyers.” 79 He
mentions altruism, personal identification with the problem, religious motivation, humanistic
impulses, civic orientation, and a sense of moral imperative.80 Criminal defense lawyers may be
motivated by some or all of these values.
The “cause lawyering” label is not necessarily useful in capturing the motivations of
criminal or even capital lawyers. Motives are invariably complex.81 From an emotional
perspective, criminal lawyers draw strength from many sources, not all of them lofty. Many of
the lawyers who thrive in criminal defense (and perhaps this is true of any litigation-oriented
practice) seem to relish the fight. They may be energized by challenging, and preferably
thwarting, authority, by fighting for the underdog, or by their political commitments.82 Not all of
these lawyers have a systemic critique of the criminal justice system and the place of capital
punishment within that system.83 Some work for public interest organizations which fight capital
punishment as part of a larger strategy of fighting for civil rights. Most do capital cases one at a
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time, trying to save one life at a time.84 In terms of ability to sustain commitment and emotional
health, there are advantages and disadvantages to each approach. The burden of saving lives can
be crushing; adding the imperative of “making the world a better place”85 may be sustaining for
some,86 debilitating for others.87 Yet my point here is that all these lawyers would describe
themselves as fighting for a principle as well as a client,88 and would say that, in varying
measures, both the abstract principle and the immense needs of the individual client were
important in sustaining them.
At times, however, abstract principle may sit uneasily with concrete experience. Charles
Ogeltree, for example, describes the situation he confronted when, during his time as a public
defender, his sister Barbara was murdered. He says, in describing his crisis of faith:
My determination to track down my sister’s murderer and secure his conviction led me to
adopt an outlook that was in many ways incompatible with the justifications I had
consistently used to defend my profession.89
His abstract belief in the importance of constraints on police behavior was challenged by his
desire for the police to find the murderer. In addition, he was forced to consider, from a wholly
new vantage point, the role of the defense attorney at the trial of his sister’s killer. He says:
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Imagining the role the defense attorney would play at the trial of Barbara’s killer forced
me to face squarely the real consequences suffered by victims and their families as a
direct result of the zealous advocacy of clever defense lawyers. I had to consider how
victims feel about lawyers like myself, lawyers who secure dismissals on technicalities,
or who seek to raise sufficient doubt for a jury to find the client not guilty, even in the
face of strong evidence against the accused. I also imagined the impact on my mother of
a defense strategy that would present Barbara’s life in a negative light. I agonized over
the possibility that the person responsible for my sister’s death might walk away.90

His faith in the criminal justice system and his commitment to criminal defense work were badly
shaken.91 Ultimately, he found a way beyond his crisis of faith, and he gives much of the credit
to the power of empathy for his clients.92 His ability to focus on his clients as individuals and as
friends, to understand their problems and to feel compassion for their plights, became a
sustaining motivation for him.93 He says, in relation to one such client:
I did not think about what he had done, nor did I feel responsible for what he might do if
released. I knew that at that moment I was my client’s only friend, and that my friend
wanted to go home.94

The narrative raises important questions about the nature of a criminal defense attorney’s
empathy toward his clients.95 First, Ogeltree’s discussion makes clear that empathy serves
several purposes for the criminal defense lawyer. Empathy can provide a sense of meaning. It
enables lawyers to care deeply about what happens to their clients; and this concern is one of the
90
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things that keep them going in difficult times. As Ogeltree explicitly recognizes, empathy for the
client can also improve the quality of representation. It is a source of the passion that can
transform advocacy.96 It is also a quality that will influence decision makers. If the judge or jury
sees that the lawyer cares about her client, they will be more likely to care about him as well.97
Most notably, for purposes of this discussion, Ogeltree argues that “empathy provides defenders
with the ability to hear ‘complex, multivocal conversations,’”98 such as conversations with
opposing counsel, for example. It enables lawyers to “stand in the shoes of another and view
things from her perspective.”99 He thinks it likely that “the better understanding we have of a
situation at all levels, the better our decisionmaking is likely to be.”100 But he notes later that in
the face of empathy “not just for the defendant but also for the victim, and perhaps even for
future victims whose safety would be threatened by the defendant’s release…empathy for one’s
client may prove difficult to sustain.”101
This last observation highlights the tension that is at the crux of my inquiry. A broad
capacity for empathy is likely an important component of emotional maturity and mental health.
It may—and this is a separate question—make us better professionals by allowing us to
understand what is at stake for our opponents as well as our clients. Or perhaps too much
empathy will actually interfere with our ability to represent our clients. If so, the needs of our
profession may diverge from our psychic and emotional needs. Both the professional and
emotional effects of empathy are important to address; recognizing their divergence is equally
96
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important. In a therapeutic setting, the goal would likely be to discourage selective empathy,
particularly where it neatly coincides with self-serving goals, and assist the analysand to
understand multiple perspectives.102 As often occurs, once we import psychological terms into
the legal context, definitional conflicts arise. The goals of therapy are not often the goals of the
adversary system.103 In the particular legal context of criminal defense, empathy for the client
plays several roles, some of them quite instrumental. If the lawyer is truly to empathize more
widely, not just with prosecutors, juries and judges, to enable her to meet opposing arguments
and couch arguments favorably for her client, but also with victims, survivors, and adverse
witnesses, the result might be to hinder rather than help her efforts for her client. Is it necessary,
then, to repress these voices, this particular source of empathy, in order to do the work? Or
conversely, is it necessary for a criminal lawyer to take in what happens to everyone—victim,
defendant, and those close to both?104
Exercising selective empathy, shutting out awareness of the pain of victims, survivors
and witnesses, may on some level be adaptive and even necessary for lawyers, and perhaps
especially for criminal lawyers. David Heilbroner, in his memoir of his time prosecuting,
wondered whether compassion was a professional liability. He referred to compassion for the
defendants he was helping to lock up as well as for the victims and witnesses with whom he dealt
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every day.105 The defense attorneys I discussed earlier recounted that they could not allow
themselves to think too much about the victims, and that they used euphemisms to describe the
victims and their suffering. They recounted that they did not think about certain moral issues,
such as their treatment of witnesses and their contribution to putting dangerous criminals back on
the street. Could these lawyers have allowed themselves to feel more empathy, or to think more
deeply about those affected by the trial and by their client’s behavior, and still been effective
professionally? And how would doing so have affected them personally?

a.

Coping Mechanisms

Criminal defense lawyers describe a number of strategies for dealing with emotionally
difficult aspects of their jobs. In this section I will explore the attorneys’ accounts of their means
of distancing themselves (or in some instances, declining to do so) from the pain inherent in their
work.
Two important points bear repeating. First, the relevant psychological categories are not
fixed. There is a continuum of defense mechanisms, including avoidance, denial, suppression,
repression, splitting and doubling, and these mechanisms both overlap and may go by different
names. Second, most of these mechanisms are generally thought to have both adaptive and
maladaptive consequences, depending on context and degree. For example, one longitudinal
study by developmental psychologists found that defense mechanisms tend to have both mature
and immature forms. Mature forms enable the individual to mediate flexibly among multiple
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demands and make full use of her cognitive abilities, whereas immature forms result in rigid,
maladaptive interpersonal transactions and less than full use of one’s cognitive ability.106
To complicate matters, whether particular coping mechanisms are professionally adaptive
will depend on the expectations of the profession. Some defense mechanisms tend to correlate
with professional success as a general matter. George Valliant observed that “the upwardly
mobile tend to be obsessive, utilizing the mechanisms of inhibition or repression.”107 The law,
with its heavy emphasis on detail oriented rational analysis,108 is ostensibly well suited for those
who are adept at armoring themselves against their feelings,109 and who possess an arsenal of
well developed defense mechanisms.110 More accurately, a good number of these mechanisms
closely correlate with a particular—and prevalent-- model of the adversarial lawyer.111 Legal
training and practice emphasize a cognitive model based on thinking, or impersonal logical
analysis, to the exclusion of feeling, or person-centered values. Those who hew to this model are,
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unsurprisingly, most likely to complete and do well in law school.112 This is not to say that they
thrive in law school by all measures. Some researchers posit that those who stay in law school
may be successful at repressing emotion but may experience negative health consequences
because of their failure to address emotional conflict.113 The extent to which their ability to
repress emotion is correlated with success in legal practice is a complex issue.114 It may make the
lawyer less skillful in communicating with and dealing with clients and others,115 it may interfere
with her ethical and moral decision-making capabilities,116 and it may be poorly suited to the
many areas of law that require conflict resolution rather than litigation.117 Moreover, those
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without the emotional tools to acknowledge and resolve personal conflicts are at risk for career
dissatisfaction and negative health consequences.118

b.

The Utility of “Not Knowing”

The ethical literature about criminal defense attorneys shows a fascination with the
question of what the defense attorney knows, or chooses not to know, about her client’s guilt or
innocence of the crime charged.119 The question is often cast as the much debated “role
differentiation” issue: is it ethical for lawyers knowingly to defend behavior that they would not
condone in their non-professional lives?120 As an ethical matter, I believe Ted Schneyer’s
response to this argument is persuasive. Role is imbedded in situation. We have moral principles
that govern various aspects of our lives, but they will not necessarily be consistent across all our
complex roles in life.121 “The lawyer-client relationship has moral value as a relationship; some
actions taken in its name may conflict with moral principles the participants might follow if
acting independently.”122 It is possible for lawyers to uphold the principles of the adversary
system, including the right to a fair trial and the presumption of innocence, without moral
inconsistency, though they would not defend the commission of crimes in their personal lives.
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The lack of moral inconsistency among roles, however, does not guarantee a lack of
emotional dissonance.123 Criminal defense attorneys are intellectually comfortable with role
differentiation, but the emotional conflicts are more complex, and much farther below the radar.
Barbara Babcock explains the defender’s need not to know as follows:
The defender goes down the treacherous path of burnout once she concerns
herself with guilt or innocence. The defender must suspend belief (or disbelief) in every
case, and must be disinterested in either freeing the guilty or protecting the innocent. Any
other attitude inevitably leads to corruption of the defender’s role because most of the
accused are guilty. Once the defender consciously recognizes this fact, her work becomes
unsupportable and she is disabled.124

This justification makes clear that the act of “not knowing” is designed to protect the
rights of defendants and the working of the adversary system.125 Abbe Smith argues that the
suspension of judgment is “one of the most important things a defense lawyer can offer a client
accused of a terrible crime.”126 It may also be protective for the defender’s emotional health, or
perhaps not. Smith, like Ogeltree,127 recognizes that even the deepest commitment to criminal
defense work will not insulate defenders from emotional conflict over the pain they confront,
some of it caused by their clients.128
How, then, does the defender suspend disbelief? How does she maintain the presumption
of innocence in any but the most abstract sense? Must she avoid knowing, or dwelling on, the
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crime of which her client is accused, and the pain caused by that crime? If so, how is this
achieved, and at what cost?
Barbara Babcock believes that “the fundamental mind-set of most criminal defense
lawyers toward defending the guilty is one of staggering indifference to the question.” 129 But,
she notes, “the indifference to their clients’ guilt takes its psychological toll on members of the
defense bar.”130 Lisa McIntyre says “most public defenders don’t ask whether their clients ‘did
it.’ They claim it’s irrelevant, but some seem afraid their clients will tell the truth.”131 Seymour
Wishman says:
Fighting for acquittal of guilty men didn’t disturb me—‘society’ was too abstract an
idea for me…I tried, as an act of will, to limit my vision to what I actually did in the
courtroom—the trial was a fascinating process, a game… If a crime or a criminal had
been particularly offensive, I had always coped with my feelings by putting them
aside, out of the way of my professional judgments. My method of dealing with these
kinds of cases had seemed emotionally necessary and ethically appropriate. 132
James Kunen is concerned about not wanting to know. He describes thinking “What’s become of
me? I’m in it to win. It’s a matter of indifference to me whether my client’s guilty or not.”133
And later he says:
We would never know whether …[our client] had committed the crimes, but that was
beside the point. The complaining witness had lied. She was not credible. In our
world, that’s what mattered.134
However, the ability or need to put guilt or innocence aside sometimes gave way, when
an attorney believed he was dealing with an innocent client. As one veteran appellate defender
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told me, “In innocence cases, you scream bloody murder, you never give up, you take
extraordinary steps.”135 He described the emotional havoc wrought by the advent of widely
available DNA testing. He described himself as understanding, finally, that he had been living in
denial of the “DNA induced knowledge that many of our clients weren’t guilty and that our
representation can lead to conviction of the innocent.”136 Suddenly the question of guilt or
innocence did not seem so abstract.
Closely connected to the question of guilt of the crime is the question of the victim and
his suffering. Defenders talk about not thinking about the victim. Randy Bellows says:
While it is often impossible not to feel sympathy for the victim, this is not an emotion
you can afford to nurture or encourage. To put it simply, it is not easy to develop
warm feelings when your focus is on the devastation which your client has left in his
wake. It makes a difficult job nearly impossible.137
Likewise, James S. Kunen writes:
Of course, you feel sympathy for the victims (“complainants,” we called them—just
“c/w” [complaining witnesses] in our memos) but you suppress it. It gets in the
way...138 I put myself in my client’s position, entirely. I don’t think about the victim
very much, nor should I.139
He observes that it is almost literally true that the lawyer knows but one person—his client. He
explains that the defense attorney spends a lot of time with his client and grows to care about
him. The people on the other side are just names.140 David Feige says “I care about the person I
know. The complainant’s victimization is an abstraction to me.”141 He elaborates:
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Defending the reviled, even those who are guilty, is not some mental trick, nor even a
moral struggle for me. I don’t lack imagination, or willfully close my eyes to another’s
suffering. Rather, the reality of my clients, their suffering, their fear, is more vivid to me
than that of the victims. My clients are the ones left exposed. They are the ones who are
hated. They are the ones who desperately need my protection. Everyone else can look out
for the victims. And they do, of course.142

Here too, however, there was an interesting variation. Several veteran litigators have found it
essential not to put the pain aside. Some argued that it was an essential component of effective
lawyering. Patrick Keenan said: “It makes you a better lawyer. If you can’t figure out where to
put the pain, juries and courts won’t either.”143 Randolph Stone asserted that “a public defender
cannot afford the luxury of denying the victim’s personhood. He must stay in the victim’s shoes
as long as he can stand it.”144 My colleague Andrea Lyon attributed much of her success as a
litigator as well as her emotional resilience to her ability to remain open to the pain of the
survivors, and to acknowledge the emotional aftermath of the crime. 145
Lawyers describe not thinking about the emotional impact of their cross examination of
complainants and other witnesses. Seymour Wishman describes his habitual assumption that if
he humiliated a victim, it was because in order to be effective he had to act forcefully, even
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brutally at times. He would say there was nothing personal in what he was doing.146 They also
describe not thinking about whether their clients might commit more violent crimes once they
are released. David Lynch says the public defenders in his office detached themselves from
responsibility on the grounds that “if everybody does their job, the judicial system as a whole
works.”147 They do not have the ultimate responsibility. The judge decides what will be done
and the prosecutor has to agree to the plea.148 Lisa McIntyre says that public defenders don’t
focus on the possibility that someone they get off will kill again. Instead, they focus on their
adherence to strong social values like safeguarding the presumption of innocence and correcting
systemic abuse, and on the desire to win.149
The above descriptions show lawyers engaging in a wide range of coping strategies
which enabled them to avoid taking it all in, either temporarily or more permanently. They
illustrate strategies for not thinking about the victim. The published accounts suggest additional
such strategies. They describe the black humor used to distance the lawyers from the victims and
their pain.150 Randy Bellows describes the sick jokes he and his colleagues told each other in
order to ease the tension that came from being hard on witnesses for whom you really feel pity,
or advocating positions that were personally abhorrent.151 They described the use of
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euphemisms, or bureaucratic language, (like calling the murder victim the “decedent”152 or a
particularly bloody demise a “great case”153 or a “fun case.”154) which psychologists say we
often use to help us to avoid confronting the true meaning or impact of our acts or the acts of
others.155 They described a deflection of responsibility onto other parts of the system.156 Many
of them also described, to varying degrees, a tendency toward dehumanization of certain people
or groups of people, such as victims or witnesses. They simply could not allow themselves to
focus on the humanity of, or exercise empathy toward, people in those categories.

c.

Costs of denial
To what extent are these behaviors problematic, or maladaptive? To some degree,

suppression of emotion (defined as “the conscious or semiconscious decision to postpone paying
attention to a conscious impulse or conflict”157) is a healthy adaptation. To the extent that it
remains in consciousness and offers a temporary hiatus from dealing with emotions, suppression
may allow the lawyer to put aside difficult feelings that interfere with professional demands,
saving them to deal with at a later time. In a fascinating study of urban paramedics, Francine
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Grevin found that the subjects registered high scores on denial and repression.158 They also
scored low on empathy. Grevin hypothesized that low empathy and the use of repression and
denial allowed the paramedics to do their work effectively, keeping stress and anxiety within
manageable limits. She believed that a highly empathetic person who did not use denial
mechanisms would be most prone to developing post-traumatic stress disorder.159 However, she
was uncertain whether long term use of defense mechanisms was adaptive, or might eventually
interfere with the recovery process.160
This is a matter of concern. In George Valliant’s study of coping mechanisms, his
description of a purely adaptive use of suppression involved a one-time crisis; a navy diving
accident during World War II. He found that suppression as a long-term strategy was still
generally correlated with professional success, but it had more mixed results, because it is so
susceptible to over-use. His stark conclusion: “Those who used suppression most had the least
need for …other defenses…but their lives hurt.”161
Short term suppression seems an essential tool. Sometimes even pressing emotional
issues need to be put on hold when there are deadlines to meet or trials to conduct.162 Capital
lawyers may need to temporarily suppress their emotional reactions to a guilty verdict in order to
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move on to the penalty phase. But suppression becomes a more problematic tool for lawyers who
are faced with pain on a daily basis and have no opportunity to let their reactions surface.163

1.

Spillage and Psychic Numbing

Lawyers may find that the adversarial nature of their jobs takes a terrible toll unless they
erect adequate defenses.164 Some lawyers165 describe the constant professional antagonism
which requires them to develop thick skins, to become suspicious, aggressive and hostile. They
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report that these defenses are not easily left at the office; they spill over into their personal
lives.166
It is at this point that suppression is in danger of evolving into repression and denial of a
more harmful sort. Each of the mechanisms described above has its place. The danger is that
“they will be used not wisely but too well.”167 A defense turns pathological when it becomes
rigid and inflexible, when it “dams rather than rechannels the expression of feeling.”168
In this manner modes of behavior that begin as adaptations to a special professional
setting may gradually expand to fill virtually all the lawyer’s interpersonal space.169 Their use
may contribute to personal dysfunction, including an unbalanced approach to life, difficulties
relating to peers, family, friends, and clients,170 stress-related physical problems,171 and far
higher than average rates of depression and substance abuse.172 In their extreme form, the
mechanisms the lawyers employ are characteristic of a moral disengagement that is at the root of
a host of antisocial or destructive behaviors.
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An ABA Journal article discussing the negative effect of the lawyers’ persona on
personal relationships contained a handy sidebar with several recommendations for overcoming
the problem. One was:
Compartmentalize. You keep one part of your life separate. Be a rough-andtumble lawyer, if that is your style, but leave it behind for home or socializing.173
Many lawyers find it difficult to take such advice on a long-term basis. The conscious
choice to compartmentalize may shade into long term mechanisms that are outside of awareness,
or at least very hard to cabin. One such mechanism is splitting, a “sequestering off of a portion of
the self so that the ‘split off’ element ceases to respond to the environment (as in…psychic
numbing) or else is in some way at odds with the remainder of the self.”174 Rand and Dana
Crowley Jack, in their detailed examination of the impact of splitting on lawyers, recount the
feeling of one lawyer that she must either “forsake the self or forsake the law:”175
For Jane, growth as a person takes place through relationships, whereas her
development as a lawyer depends on splitting off what she calls her ‘emotional, intuitive
self.’ She continually experiences stress from carrying out role demands that conflict with
her personal orientation, and from her inability to respond to the human pain she
witnesses as a lawyer. In part, this stress is born of living with competing world views.176
Carried too far, the act of splitting one’s personal and professional selves can “sap the
energy that would be available to an integrated person”177 and, ultimately lead to losing touch
with one’s emotional and moral guideposts. Cordoning off painful feelings leads to
173
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dehumanization, a “decrease in a person’s sense of his own individuality and in his perception of
the humanness of other people.”178 The authors of one study on dehumanization note that the
mechanism has many adaptive as well as maladaptive uses.179 They observe:
No one, of course, could possibly retain his mental health and carry on the business of life if
he remained constantly aware of, and empathically sensitive to, all the misery and injustice
that are in the world. But this very essentiality of dehumanization, as with other defenses,
makes for its greatest danger: that the constructive self-protection it achieves will cross the
ever-shifting boundaries of adaptiveness and become destructive, to others as well as to the
self.180
Dehumanization, they explain, brings a temporary feeling of relief and illusion of problems
solved or at least postponed. But in its maladaptive form, it also brings dangerous possibilities,
including increased emotional distance from other human beings, a diminished sense of personal
responsibility for the consequences of one’s actions, increasing involvement with procedural
problems to the detriment of human needs, and feelings of personal helplessness and
estrangement.181 It leads to psychic numbing, a state in which one becomes detached and loses
the capacity to care for and have compassion for others. Herbert Kelman explains of one in this
state: “Insofar as he excludes a whole group of people from his network of shared empathy, his
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own community becomes more constricted and his sense of involvement in humankind
declines.”182
Lawyers describe becoming so used to suppressing their personal emotional and moral
reactions that they no longer have access to them after hours.183 Several of the defense attorneys
described experiencing a loss of feeling or capacity to feel. Randy Bellow described coming
home from work emotionally empty,184 and how the “well was dry” for good.185 James Kunen
described the constant knowledge that the iron doors are closing on one’s clients all the time. He
recounts:
I hardly ever think about it. You don’t get worn out from all the pain and sadness.
You get worn out from not feeling the pain and sadness. You get tired of not feeling.186
Lawyers describe themselves beginning to manipulate, dominate, compartmentalize and
dehumanize in their personal relationships.187 One litigator who wrote about the psychological
price tag of litigation practice spoke of the manipulative practices litigators engage in, and their
spillover effect. He said that people in general began to seem more inanimate, objectified, not
equals. He then began to see himself that way. Why, he asked, should we think it possible to
shift gears over the weekend?188 Several defense attorneys talked about difficulties explaining
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their work to their loved ones or friends. For example Randy Bellows said that although his wife
continued to understand the need for his work on an intellectual level, she found the abstract
knowledge increasingly dwarfed by her sense that her husband was helping child molesters and
other evil people go free. He said that to preserve their love, they had to agree not to discuss his
work.189 But the issue is not only the dissonance between one’s ideals and one’s loved ones’
understanding of them. The perhaps more serious issue is the extent to which these behaviors
become impossible to cabin.

2.

Distress and Burnout

Many of the lawyers’ accounts described a moment in which the denial stops being
possible; the detachment ceases to work.190 Sometimes this occurs in isolated instances—
triggered by particular clients or cases, or by particular events in the lawyer’s life. But
sometimes it is the result of the cumulative effects of the practice. The time arrives when the
lawyer simply can no longer continue to do the work effectively.
David Lynch, for example, talked about finding representation of those accused of
sexually abusing children to be offensive because he thought of his own kid.191 Phyllis Crocker
gave a similar description of her struggle with the defense of clients in capital cases who had
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been accused of murder and sexual assault.192 James Kunen described what happened when his
own home was burglarized. He said:
At work, everyone expressed sincere outrage that such a horrible thing had happened to
us—‘it’s the idea of someone invading your home,’ and then went back to work
defending alleged burglars, as did I.193

But, he says, it affected him. He fought back the urge to ask the alleged burglar he was
defending whether he had burglarized his house. He says that “as I stood there obstructing the
search for somebody’s property, I felt as though I were preventing the recovery of my own.”194
Later, he describes a more permanent loss of detachment after a few years on the job. He
says:
It was around this stage of my career that the image of someone in my own family
becoming the victim of a violent crime started coming to my mind more and more
frequently. I imagined that the criminal would be put on trial, and that I would walk up
to him in open court and shoot him dead.195

Randy Bellows describes a similar experience. He was representing a client accused of armed
rape. On the day before his opening statement in the insanity phase of the trial, a close family
relation was robbed and raped at knifepoint. Bellows asked:
What in God’s name was I doing here representing this rapist? What was I about? If
Jerold [the client] was a Dr. Jeckyl/Mr. Hyde, what kind of split personality did I have?
How could I be on both sides of this bloodied, tear-streaked fence?196
He prevailed, and his client was found not guilty by reason of insanity. He said:
For a long time after the case was over, I wondered if I really could continue being a
public defender. I wondered if I really could handle another rape case. How would I
192
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know my client was not the same person who had raped a member of my family? And,
beyond this, if I could not represent the man who had raped a member of my family,
how could I represent the man who raped a member of someone else’s family?197
Shortly thereafter, he reports, he left the public defender’s office. He explains:
I’m burned out, sick of representing so many bad people, sick of being afraid to walk in
my own parking lot yet helping people who mug citizens in other parking lots. I have
lost much of the empathy I once had for my clients. It is time to go.198
Seymour Wishman describes a couple of incidents that interfered with his habitual detachment.
One was an incident in which a rape victim he had subjected to a brutal cross-examination
recognized him later and screamed about him: “That’s the lawyer…That’s the son of a bitch that
did it to me.”199 He describes his dawning understanding that this woman did not see things his
way---did not see that he was simply performing his professional duty. He faced the undeniable
fact that he had humiliated her, and that she saw him, not as an effective lawyer, but as a
motherfucker.200 He said “I was frightened by the person she saw…frightened that I might be
that person.”201
The other incident was his representation of a man who had killed his two year old
daughter, and who exhibited no remorse or sense of responsibility for this act. In one chilling
passage, Wishman describes making a constant effort not to call the two year old daughter of his
client (Williams), whom his client was accused of murdering, “it.” But, he said, “’it’ is what I
was usually thinking.”202 Later, he found that the dehumanization of the victim was not so easy
to cabin. He recounts:
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…[S]omething different was happening to me now as I looked at [my client]…I had lost
my ability to feel detached from the possibility of [getting my client off so that he could
kill someone else]…As long as I had been able to think of myself as a mere technician…I
was able to pass off the responsibility onto a parent, a social worker, a clergyman, or
even onto some vague notion of society at large.203 [But now] Williams had become a
symbol of all the clients I had represented over the years whom I’d hated without ever
being able to admit it to myself.204
Wishman’s new perception of his professional role brought with it new perceptions about
its effect on his personal life. He saw the courtroom as a place to act out a host of intense
emotions, in a controlled and purposeful setting. But for years he had been troubled by his
difficulty in expressing the same range and depth of feeling outside the courtroom, where
expressing emotion seemed infinitely more threatening. He noted that frequently the problem
wasn’t just in the expression of feelings—but in a failure to experience those feelings, or to
experience them with sufficient intensity to recognize them.205 This is the hard part. Feeling too
much is painful; not feeling at all is worse, for the attorney and those he loves, and perhaps even
for his clients. As Abbe Smith well put it, “before you can deal with conflict, you have to
recognize it, and worse, feel it.”206 As Andrea Lyon recounts:
When I started [doing capital cases for the public defender’s office] another attorney sat
down and he started to have this conversation about me getting too involved and too
emotional and how I had to be objective and that I was never going to last in this
work…And at first I am listening to him because first of all, he has a lot of years on me
and second of all, I know he means me some good and maybe I am screwing up…and
then I am listening for awhile, and I go ‘don’t talk to me about who is emotional, I don’t
have high blood pressure, I am not losing my hair, and I don’t have an ulcer…you are the
one who’s emotional…you just don’t let it out…’ I think that is where people get into
trouble, they don’t say, ‘I’m upset, I’m angry, I hurt, I whatever…’

III.

Some Thoughts About Solutions
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There is a rich literature on lawyering ethics and the scope of zealous representation. Yet
the question of how one becomes, and remains, a zealous lawyer, what emotional strategies are
involved, and what emotional costs are entailed, has received little attention. The legal profession
avoids conversation about the emotional costs of lawyering for a wide range of reasons, some of
which go to the very heart of our conception of what it means to be a lawyer. Yet the costs of
this avoidance are great, not only for the emotional well-being of those who practice law, but for
the system of justice as a whole.
There are no easy solutions to the problems arising from practice in a high stress, high
stakes, combative environment rife with pain. In some environments in which professionals are
continually exposed to stress and pain, efforts are made to address the emotional costs and
pitfalls of the work.207 Law does not tend to be one of those environments.208 On the contrary,
lawyers dealing with stress and pain are particularly burdened by the perception that emotion is
to be discouraged; that it is an unwelcome interference with the rigor and tough-mindedness that
characterize good lawyering. A growing body of empirical work on attorney attitudes suggests
that beginning in law school and throughout our professional lives, certain behaviors are taught
and reinforced, including splitting thinking from feeling and the professional from the personal,
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and denial of the conflict between legal rights and personal ethics. 209 Susan Daicoff summarizes
research finding that “law students… cope with uncomfortable feelings not by utilizing other
people for social support, but… by becoming more aggressive and ambitious, turning to
workaholism and substance abuse, or becoming depressed.210 John Mixon and Robert Shuwerk
found that:
Students try to deaden the psychic pain caused by the intense anxiety [of law school] by
using anxiety muting defenses in every broadening area of their lives to block emotional
awareness. They progressively surround themselves with a suit of psychological armor
that makes them more and more impervious to not only the immediate stresses of the
classroom but the emotional aspects of most situations. This impairs character formation
and cripples the student’s ability to behave in a professionally appropriate manner in
practice.211
Our insistence on educating law students by placing nearly exclusive emphasis on the
intellectual aspects of legal issues, while denigrating the importance of “basic human wellsprings
of character and virtue,”212 “impairs character formation and cripples the student’s ability to
behave in a professionally appropriate manner in practice.”213 The practice of law only tends to
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reinforce these behaviors.214 When it is socially engineered and reinforced in this manner,
maladaptive denial will become more deeply ingrained.215
A number of those who have written about legal ethics and professionalism have
emphasized the need for critical reflection,216 for talking over doubts and ambiguities with
colleagues,217 and for acknowledgement of moral choices and moral claims that conflict with our
professional roles.218 The first step is to create opportunities to come together. Collegial support
is essential for several reasons. It enables consultation on legal issues, of course, but in addition
it decreases isolation,219 contributes to job satisfaction,220 and permits the building of
communities in which lawyers are able to explore ambiguity, admit uncertainty221 and gain
emotional sustenance.
The more difficult tasks center on addressing the legal community’s deep antipathy to
acknowledging, discussing, and seeking help to deal with the emotional aspects of our work.222
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Criminal defense lawyers labor under yet another burden. Many of those to whom they might
turn for support, emotionally or professional, are uncomfortable with or even judgmental about
what they do.223 Some criminal lawyers are lucky to work within professional communities in
which discussion and debate are encouraged.224 Others find themselves reviled by the larger
community, and feeling isolated and under siege.
Wendy Simonds’ insightful work on feminist abortion practice offers some instructive
parallels. She writes about women working at a feminist abortion clinic who, at the outset,
explained their strong support for the availability of abortion primarily in terms of an abstract
right of women to end unwanted pregnancies. As they worked at the center, they confronted the
fact that many aspects of second trimester abortions were “troubling or unpleasant and, in some
cases…disgusting or abhorrent.”225 They experienced ambivalence and sadness. They found that
the polarization of the abortion debate made discussion of ambivalence extremely difficult, even
dangerous. The use of medicalized and sanitized words like “tissue” and “products of
conception” seemed imperative to combat anti-abortion rhetoric, but it left no language for
dealing with feelings of sadness, loss or ambivalence. One woman said “…somehow I had to
make it black and white. Abortion isn’t okay unless it’s completely okay and there’s nothing to
be sad about.”226 Eventually, most of the health workers found it imperative to acknowledge and
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deal with their ambivalence.227 They came to believe that “misgivings may coexist with prochoice political views”228 and that “thinking through the complexity gave their position increased
strength.”229
Criminal defense lawyers may also find themselves surrounded by disapproving and even
hostile forces, deprived of the language or the permission to pierce abstractions and explore
complex and ambivalent reactions to their demanding work. The costs can be high, in both
professional and human terms. The tensions of criminal law practice are to a degree inherent in
the work.230 The barriers to acknowledging, discussing and facing those tensions, however, are
not necessarily endemic to the practice. In this paper, I have begun to explore some of the ways
in which criminal lawyers deal with such an environment. There is ample room for further
exploration of the questions raised here. To what extent is it adaptive for criminal lawyers to
distance themselves from the pain of others? What are the costs of this distancing, in the short
term and in the long term? Are there effective ways to address these costs? These questions,
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important in their own right, also have broader implications for the teaching and practice of law
as a general matter.
As we learn more about the relationships among emotion, cognition, and ethical and
moral decision-making, we should remain alert to the implications for legal education, the
practice of law, and the ability of lawyers to lead good lives. I would like to suggest that we
pursue these questions, and do so with an eye toward increasing interdisciplinary exchange.
There is a rich ethical and philosophical literature on role differentiation and moral
disengagement among lawyers. There is a rich body of psychological literature on denial and
other defense mechanisms, as a general matter. There is a fledgling but growing literature on the
psychology of lawyers and law students—one which would be well served by additional
empirical studies. These areas of inquiry have much to learn from one another. The practical
stakes are high, both for lawyering as a profession and for lawyers and their clients as people. If
we can face our collective avoidance of the emotional aspects of lawyering, we may find ample
room to improve both the teaching and practice of law.
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